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Located in Gloucestershire, Pollard Precision Engineering
Limited is an established and well respected supplier of
precision machined components to the Mining, Oil Drilling,
Aerospace, Electronics and Measurement industry.
Our family run business has grown steadily from small
beginnings since 1970 and continues to move with the times,
investing in the latest machine technology. Maintaining
enthusiasm and forward thinking motivation enables us in
staying one step ahead of the competition for quality,
accuracy and reliability of performance.

We have vast experience of all materials using a variety
of machining techniques and are pleased to quote for,
and also offer manufacturing advice, for any part.
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We are fully equipped to produce
a wide range of parts from unions
and blocks to complex valves and
assemblies. We supply a complete
service which allows full material
traceability and advice on designs
for manufacturing of all associated
processes, this also includes using
approved process suppliers for all
treatments.
Our manufacturing facility is matched
with a fully equipped inspection
department utilising the latest Axiom
Too 900CNC .Cmm and Starret
HE400 Profile Projector, further
complimented by a fully equipped
deburring and component assembly
facility.
We are specialists in prototype and
volume CNC production using Mori
Seiki, Hitachi Seiki and Hardinge
Machining Centres, fulfilling specialist
requirements using our latest Miyano
and Muratec two and three turret
machines.
It is our company objective to exceed
the requirements of our customers
and maintain the philosophy of
continuous improvement, striving
towards zero defects. Our product
quality is very important to us and
in order to maintain our high
standards we have an ISO 9001
‘2008’ approved quality system –
approved by the British Standards
Institution (BSI).
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Pollard Precision Engineering Limited have established a solid client base
through being committed to the achievement of the highest customer service.
We have done this by utilising a skilled and motivated workforce, together with
an effective quality control organisation and a quality conscious management.

Would you like to hear more?
Please get in touch.
01684 274 847 | enquiries @ pollardengineering.co.uk
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